Cosentino unveils new Dekton colours for 2020

The Collection combines four themed series each with their own distinctive personality: the sensitivity of nature captured by Chromica, together with Liquid’s elegance and fluidity reserved for our most distinguished clients – the daring and provocative colours of Avant-Garde, together with the versatile and diverse tones of Portfolio.

The result is an exclusive palette of colours that combines the latest trends with a range of materials that are perfect for everyday projects.
Liquid was born from the collaboration between the Cosentino design team and PATTERNITY.

PATTERNITY, a London-based design studio and expert in the creation of imaging and patterns – brings Dekton’s potential as an innovative material to the forefront.
Each of the tones within this colour palette is inspired by elements in their liquid state. Staying loyal to PATTERNITY and its philosophy, the concept of this collection takes inspiration from the beauty found in nature, protecting the environment and promoting sustainable design.
Liquid Embers represents the point at which fire and liquid meet in the depths of the Earth. Liquid Embers invokes the power of magma and its capacity to deliver and remove life. Its dark design is based on blue tones which can be distinguished from one another thanks to matte and gloss effects. This colour embodies the alchemy of the elements and gives way to a universal connection. With renewed strength, it channels the concepts of intuition, power and creativity.

A marble-effect whirlwind of ethereal lightness that celebrates the scientific principals of fluid dynamics. Liquid Sky’s unique characteristics bloom with grey veining on a white background. Its design explores the inertia of gravity and the interaction of elements. What’s more, it pays homage to circular energy and perpetual movement.
Liquid Shell

A celebration of the sobriety and tenderness that life evokes beneath the sea waves. The ocean reflects the natural rhythm of life — the gentle cycle of waves that lap the rocky shore and create new textures on the surface with each movement.
Chromica arose out of the collaboration with the architect and designer, Daniel Germani. This new series has been created with the aim of expanding the Dekton colour spectrum, incorporating two new must-have shades in sophisticated, chameleon-like matte.
From north to south, east to west, we’ve captured the most elegant, neutral tones – colours that are able to dress any architectural space, from innovative, ground-breaking projects to classic, minimalist designs.
The depth of the green captured by Feroe is perfect to create spaces that pulse with life. It can be complimented with decor that emphasizes nature.
The dark, serene blue of Baltic works perfectly in large, public spaces. Here, Baltic lends its innate peace and calmness.

Dekton
Chromica
Baltic
Daring means setting trends, innovating means having an impact and breaking with the norms. Avant-Garde fuses the latest offerings from Dekton’s state-of-the-art collections. Designs with a rich colour palette for spaces with a striking personality.

This series has been created with architects and designers in mind who dare to take their projects one step further.
Dekton Helena

Helena is a colour that offers great richness with the perfect balance of grey and white tones and delicate distress. In this way, the depth of onyx – the natural stone that inspired this piece – can shine through. The ideal colour for luxury spaces, its design is appreciated by designers and architects alike thanks to its beauty and lustre.

Dekton Khalo

Khalo takes inspiration from Patagonia Granite, one of the world’s most sought-after stones given its unique formation and tones, which could only have been created by Mother Nature herself.

With its polished finish thanks to our Xgloss technology, the result is a colour with spectacular shine and depth that emphasises the complex and colourful structure of the stone.

Speckled subtly in intense black, pale gold and coffee brown, the delicate balance of these patterns combines to produce an authentic, avant-garde colour. One of a kind on the market, it brings impressive design to the most contemporary spaces.
Inspired by the natural Port Laurent stone, we’ve crafted a unique colour that stands out due to its complex beauty. Its texture brings into play shades and tones that enhance one another by contrast. The gold grain predominates the surface and lends warmth to a cold background of dark tones, ideal for the most luxury spaces.
Colours that adapt to our everyday needs

Portfolio brings together five traditional colours that adapt to all types of project. Boasting monochrome tradition with subtle veining and details that combine versatility with undeniable style.
Rem takes inspiration from one of the most elegant white marbles on the market: its delicate design with brown and grey veining and hints of gold enhance the conservative and almost linear structure of Calacatta Lincoln itself.

One of the greatest technological innovations of this year is the synchronicity achieved between veining and grain. In Rem we can appreciate fine veining with subtle grain, which offers the ultimate in natural sensitivity.
Dekton
Sasea

Inspired by Sahel limestone and preserving distinguished tone, Sasea brings the quality of Dekton in a cream-grey tone. A design brimming with small details, it maintains a controlled yet gentle structure. This colour boasts a natural appearance and is perfect for a selection of spaces, lending great value to the world of cladding.

Dekton
Kovik

Inspired by natural materials, with neutral base tones and subtle details. Its structure is characterised by the natural movements of the veining on a neutral, light grey background. Kovik is a material full of possibilities for all kinds of spaces and projects.
Dekton
Aeris
Aeris is a colour that boasts light tones with cream-coloured detail inspired by White Limestone. This neutral and subtle shade allows for a wide variety of combinations for a diverse number of spaces and architectural designs.

With a dark granite structure in black and grey tones, Eter is born boasting a background of gentle contrasts but a strong contemporary spirit. Ideal for both indoor and outdoor spaces.

Dekton
Eter